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SOCIETY NEWSSOCIETY NEWS

MRS reports election 
results for 2013
www.mrs.org/governance

Members of the Materials Research 
Society have elected a Vice Pres-

ident (who will serve as President in 
2014) and fi ve directors to join the 2013 
MRS Board of Directors. The Board is 
composed of the offi cers and 12 to 21 di-
rectors, established by Board resolution. 
 The offi cers of the Society are the 
president (who serves as chair of the 
board), the vice president (who is also 
the president-elect), the secretary, the 
treasurer (a position appointed by the 
Board of Directors), and the immediate 
past president. Terms of offi ce expire at 
the end of the year indicated in paren-
theses. The asterisk (*) designates those 
who are newly elected. The annual elec-
tion ended October 9, 2012.
 The Board of Directors is organized 
into the following governing commit-
tees: Audit, External Relations, Finance, 
Governance, Nominating, Operational 
Oversight, and Planning. Chairs and 

members of the committees are either 
designated by policy or are appointed 
by the president.

2013 MRS Offi  cers
President

Orlando Auciello 
University of Texas at Dallas

Immediate Past President

Bruce M. Clemens
Stanford University

Vice President (President-Elect)

*Tia Benson Tolle
The Boeing Company

Secretary

Sean J. Hearne
Sandia National Laboratories

Treasurer

Michael R. Fitzsimmons 
Los Alamos National Laboratory

2013 Board of Directors

Ana Claudia Arias (2013)
University of California–Berkeley
Shenda M. Baker (2014)
Synedgen, Inc.
*David Cahen (2015)
Weizmann Institute of Science
Duane B. Dimos (2013)
Sandia National Laboratories
Chang-Beom Eom (2014)
University of Wisconsin–Madison
Eric Garfunkel (2014)
Rutgers University
*Sossina M. Haile (2015)
California Institute of Technology
*Andrea M. Hodge (2015)
University of Southern California
Oliver Kraft (2013)
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
Hideki Matsumura (2013)
Japan Advanced Institute 
of Science and Technology 
(JAIST)
*Fiona C. Meldrum (2015)
University of Leeds
*Eric A. Stach (2015)
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Stephen K. Streiffer (2014)
Argonne National Laboratory
Susan E. Trolier-McKinstry (2013)
The Pennsylvania State University

UNIQUE IN SEVERAL WAYS, THE FOUNDATION:

  advances the MRS mission to “promote communication for 
the advancement of interdisciplinary materials research to 
improve the quality of life”

  focuses on member engagement and funding to enrich, 
expand and ensure MRS core programs in education, 
outreach and peer recognition

  leverages corporate partner, institutional and individual 
support to invest in projects of importance to the materials 
community, as defined by the materials community

  benefits a wide range of innovative grassroots, member-
driven initiatives—from student chapter proposals, to local 
or regional education/outreach projects, to  those with the 
potential to impact the materials enterprise worldwide.

The Materials Research Society  

is proud to announce the 

To learn how you can help make a difference or to apply for 

project funding, we encourage you to explore the Foundation 

website. Submission deadline for the first project grants 

is Friday, February 15, 2013. The inaugural grants will be 

awarded at the 2013 MRS Spring Meeting in San Francisco.

The Materials Research Society Foundation operates as a program of the Materials 

Research Society. The official registration and financial information of the Materials 

Research Society Foundation may be obtained from the Pennsylvania Department of 

State by calling toll free, within Pennsylvania, 1.800.732.0999. Registration does not 

imply endorsement.

www.mrs.org/foundation
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